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The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

This blog, written by the Metropolitan Museum's Teen 
Advisory Group (TAG) and occasional guest authors, is a place 
for teens to talk about art at the Museum and related topics. 
 



 

TAG members are a hand-selected group of high school students  

who have attended Teen Programs and shown great interest and  

dedication to the Museum. 

 



TAG gets a behind-the-scenes tour of the special exhibition The Renaissance 
Portrait from Bellini to Donatello, with Curator Andrea Bayer  



TAG has a gallery conversation with a curator/museum professional 

   Step #1 



TAG members write 
thoughts in front of the 
original works of art and 
then type up their blog 
entries 

Step #2a 



TAG members Anna and 
Audrey creating their own work 
of art at Saturday Sketching 

Step #2b 



 
 
My first introduction to the Metropolitan Museum 
was through a portfolio drawing class I took in 
2010. I think it would be fair to say that the course 
was the reason I stuck around as a member of the 
Teen Advisory Group, and thus the reason I'm 
writing this blog post today. 
   Anna, TAG Member 

Step #3 

Museum staff gathers teen blog entries, teen art, and image from museum collection  



Let’s See Some Stuff 
Anna, January 21, 2013 
 
“Because the museum is just so mammoth, and because of its positively 
encyclopedic nature (I mean, walking through the Met is like experiencing a real-
life art history textbook), it's easy to buzz through the galleries unaware of most of 
the art around you. But when you've placed yourself in front of a work of art with a 
pad of paper and writing implement, you immediately have to ask yourself "What 
am I going to do?" Since you possess the natural human urge to make something—
and to make something nice—you problem solve. You look at the object, hack it 
out on paper until it becomes something you think is halfway alright, and along the 
way you get to know it. Drawing a work of art is like a courting process; you take it 
out to dinner and a movie, and you see what makes it tick. And through that 
process, you notice details you wouldn't have noticed before. Plus, at the end, you 
have something that you created to show for it.” 
 

Education staff member edits blogs to retain teen voice 

Step #4 



Step #5 

Digital Media 
staff member 
formats post for 
web-Education 
staff member 
approves 







http://www.metmuseum.org/en/learn/for-teens/teen-blog 



Best Practice Summary 

• Importance of the personal voice of the writer, who 
understands institution’s tone and voice 

• Opportunity to share behind-the-scenes look at 
museum with visitors 

• Not marketing the museum, but sharing personal 
experiences to increase accessibility 

• Dovetail with overall messaging of the museum 
• Varied levels of collaboration/commitment between 

departments (from workflow to ideation) 
• Awareness of logistics: set up, calendar, editing 

process, even a style guide 



Q&A 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Contact us: 

 

Chelsea Kelly (Milwaukee Art Museum)                          chelsea.kelly@mam.org 

Alice Schwarz (Metropolitan Museum of Art) Alice.Schwarz@metmuseum.org 

Nicole Claris (MFA Boston)                                                              nclaris@mfa.org  
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